We give service, do extra jobs
After master sheets are pasted up, they are sent
to the plate-maker. He takes a picture of the master
sheet, reducing it one-third on the negative. Of course,
the black rectangles come out clear. Then the photographs are screened to make halftone negatives, which
are stripped in behind the clear spots. Then the negative is exposed on a sensitized aluminum plate And
developed with -chemicals.
Tabloid size plates are sent to our print shop, and
Highlander slipsheets are printed on the offset press.
The folded pages are printed from larger plates on a
commercial press.
Every other Thursday, the staff eagerly inspects
the paper and groans over errors made by IBM operators, not caught by proofreaders. The folded pages
1 and 6, 2 and 5 are stuffed with slipsheets and Rotos,
turned over to the circulation department, and distributed to some 1800 readers.

In Publications, we handle business, production
Every opportunity of the publishing business is open to
members of the staffs of the Piper and Highlander. They
handle subscriptions, advertising, contracts, bookkeeping, correspondence circulation, accounts, releases — what have
you! It is of great importance that bookkieping is accurately
done and kept up to date for both bills payable and bills receivable. BHS Publications' efficient business staff consists
of F. J. Mc Ginnis and Mary Haldane, advertising managers;
Pat Henny, business manager and ad manager of the Piper;
Jack Lackner, advertising manager; Mark Reid, Highlander
circulation manager.

A IBM operators set type for the paper on proportional
spacing Executive model electric typewriters. Their job is
much harder and more exacting than just typing. Head
operators are Karen Koenig and Gibby Slater.

A Photography supplies, rubber cement, stamps, miles of IBM
ribbons, and above all, printing and plate-making — these
all cost money, lots of it! Pat Henny bookkeeps every day
to make sure that outgo doesn't exceed income.
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The new Headliner, a machine which sets type photographically, was a welcome piece of equipment this year, replacing
one that had to be retired. Keppy Patton and Mike Forster
set heads for an issue.
The darkroom was shared with the Camera Club this year.
Fred Anderson and Martin Laurimore, press photographers,
show Sarah Blunt how the enlarger works.
Biggest extra job of all is the American Education Week
paper, a 16-page edition this year, called The Observer.
Journalism students folded, stuffed and distributed the 13,000
copies — with a lot of help from driver trainees, volunteers,
etc. Standing are Len Willis and Bob Beardsley, distribution
managers; seated Jan Fay, Di Stokes, Nancy Heavenrich,
Jill Purdy, Bob Polidan, Ed Kramb, Mark Oberschulte, Keith
Frantz, Gayle Norris, Don Sexton, Gene Apple, Gwen Harrover, Gary Johnson and Dan Schrock. V

We acquire skills
The industrial arts area is interesting and popular. This year much new equipment was added,
especially in the machine and wood-working shops.
Mechanical drawing classes are filled to maximum every class hour, mostly with boys preparing
for engineering or architectural courses. The
course is a most complete and ably taught one.
Boys from these classes also operate the Ozalid
machine, printing everything from music to upholstering textbooks and photographs.
The print shop is a busy place. Besides learning
to set and distribute type, the boys learn to make
offset plates, operate all equipment including
three letterpresses and the offset press, an
electrically powered paper cutter, and power
stitcher. The shop sets and proofs ads for The
Highlander, runs off thousands of jobs for the
school system, including many different kinds of
forms, scheduling manuals, tickets, stationery,
Highlander slipsheets, etc.
The machine and woodworking shop is a wellequipped one, and these courses are among the
most competently taught in our school. Boys
learn many practical skills and how to apply what
they learn.
A
Occasionally a lone girl takes mechanical drawing with the idea of
taking architecture or engineering in .tollege. Judy Davey helps put
away books and equipment after class, with Tom Milks and Spike
Stanton doing most of the work.

Gordon Loveland and Larry Merton make blueprints
on the Ozalid machine, this time for the mechanical
drawing classes.

•

We apply our skills

Joseph Duris

W. G. Sloat

Maynard Mott

Leo Gardner

Like most schools around Detroit, we have an
excellent course in auto mechanics. This is one of
the federal - state setups operated under certain
requirements. The garage is amply equipped with
all necessary tools, lubrication pit, hydraulic hoisteverything needed for the work from minor repair
jobs to complete overhauls. The boys work on
their own and teachers' cars. Some of the major
jobs done in the shop include motor changes,
transmission replacements, and clutch adjustments.

•
The machine course is designed to apply skills with most class hours
spent in practice through production of useful articles. Dick Bouchard
and Larry Martins operate a metal lathe.

In a section of the general shop is a large screened tool crib. Here
all hand tools are kept in order for the convenience of shop workers
and checked in and out. Jim Wilson, Steve Anderson and Chuck Breslin
see that their tools are put in place ready for the next class.

•
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Shop trains mechanics

Print shop boys turn out record-setting job

Our auto mechanics shop is a classroom; yet it
is probably as well equipped as many professional
auto repair shops. Set up in a corner of the shop
are enough chairs to seat the class. Mr. Mott hasn't
found a textbook to his liking; so he lectures from
his own manuscripts.
All the equipment one would expect to find in
a good modern garage is used in instructing students.
They also work on cars—their own and those of
teachers and friends.
Though the boys must give a full half day—three
clock hours—to the course, all feel they learn a
great deal that they can apply on the job later on or
can use to keep their own cars in good running order.

A highly competent half - dozen boys proved that
their training in printing is of the very best and that
their sense of responsibility is highly developed when
the heaviest job of the year appeared on their schedule.
The Observer, American Education Week magazine,
written by administrators and teachers, and prepared
for plates and printer by journalism students, was set
for November 12. Just a week before, plates began
arriving at the print shop. And Mr. Duris was ill.
So the half - ddzen put in full time on the press,
paper cutter, and routing. The Observer had 16 pages,
eight spreads, four folds, necessitating in all a press
run of 104, 000, as 13,000 copies were to be distributed in Birmingham schools.
The record day was a run of 24,000, possible only
because the boys were skilled operators of the
offset press. The Observer came out on schedule,
with journalism and other students folding and assembling, and driver training crew delivering.
The able six who turned the trick were Larry Brisky,
Daryl Dunn, Jim Knotts, Ron Menig, Jerry Nowak
and Laverne Walker.

Naturally the heart and soul of a motor mechanics course
is work on motors. The auto shop has engines for study and
engines to work upon, both kinds answering questions that
arise. Hunting for trouble spots are Mike Tivy and Bud Fix.

This panoramic view of the auto shop shows how work
piles up. Taking a diagnostic look under the hood is Bob
Engelhardt. Milford Fuller also studies an engine problem,
while Dave Lowrie checks tire pressure. y

Observer spreads, printed on one side, are readied for the
second press run by Larry Brisky, operating the jogger. This
machine evens the edges of the piles so that each page will
feed into the press for printing on the other side.

The quartet of press foremen completes the day's record
run of 24,000. Now the only thing left to do is clean the press
and leave it in shape for the next day's big job. Jim Knotts,
Daryl Dunn, Ron Menig and Laverne Walker.
•

Jerry Nowak operated the new paper cutter for part of the
job of trimming some two and one-half tons of paper to size.
He also printed variety show and Drumstick Ball tickets
during that hectic week.
•
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